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We propose and investigate a one-dimensional photonic crystal (PhC) fishbone (FB) hybrid

nanocavity lying on silver substrate with a horizontal air slot. With very few PhC periods, the

confined transverse-magnetic, TM10 hybrid mode concentrated within the air slot shows high

quality factor over effective mode volume ratio larger than 105k�3. Most importantly, this FB
hybrid nanocavity allows formation of low-index nanoposts within the air slot without significantly

affecting the mode properties. These nanoposts guarantee the structural stabilities under different

environmental perturbations. Furthermore, capabilities of our proposed design in serving as optical

sensors and tweezers for bio-sized nanoparticles are also investigated. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4876755]

Recently, various one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystal

(PhC) nanocavities on nanobeams1 (NBs) have been pro-

posed and demonstrated for tailoring lightwaves in wave-

length scale for different functionalities.1–5 With high

quality factor (Q) and small effective mode volume (V), that

is, ultrahigh Q/V, photons can stay in this kind of nanocav-

ities in an enhanced manner for a relatively long time and

produce strong light-matter interactions. Owing to small de-

vice footprints and high compatibility with waveguides, this

kind of nanocavities shows stronger potential in realizing

photonic lab-on-chip6 with higher component density than

two-dimensional (2D) PhC nanocavities. In addition to

transverse-electric (TE) polarized modes, transverse-

magnetic (TM) modes are also supported by 1D PhC NB
nanocavities.7 Unlike the low Q TM modes in discontinuous

2D nanorod nanocavities, the TM modes in 1D PhC NB
nanocavities have relatively high Q (>106). Very recently, a

different 1D PhC fishbone (FB) nanocavity8 design utilizing

high-order TM10 mode has also been proposed. It shows

higher Q (>107), smaller V, further minimized device vol-

ume and footprint than those of reported PhC NB nanocav-

ities. Moreover, its significantly reduced etched surface area

is very beneficial for reducing non-radiative recombination

in active photonic devices.

However, degraded Q/V is inevitable when we further

minimize the device footprints of 1D PhC NB and FB nano-

cavities via reducing PhC periods. This is caused by the na-

ture of Q dependence on PhC periods. Fortunately, V is

almost independent of PhC periods. Therefore, reducing V is

feasible to maintain sufficiently high Q/V in a 1D PhC nano-

cavity with very few PhC periods. Generally, there are two

approaches to efficiently reduce V in a TM polarized PhC NB
nanocavity. The first one is embedding a horizontal low-

index slot9,10 in PhC NB, named slotted nanocavity, as

shown in Fig. 1(a). Because the electric displacement has to

be continuous when crossing the index discontinuity caused

by the slot, Ez field will be significantly enhanced within the

slot, which results in a greatly reduced V. However, this

approach leads to significantly degraded Q when the slot

becomes thick. But thick slot is favorable for optical sensors

and tweezers. The second approach is directly putting PhC
NB nanocavity on a metal substrate,11 named plasmonic

nanocavity, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This structure confines the

surface plasmon polariton (SPP) wave with sub-wavelength

field concentration originated from free electron oscillation

at the dielectric/metal interface.12 However, Q of this kind of

plasmonic mode is quite low, limited to the loss from metal.

In this report, via finite-element method13 (FEM), we

propose and investigate a TM polarized 1D PhC FB hybrid

nanocavity lying on silver substrate with a horizontal air slot.

This plasmonic-photonic hybrid structure14,15 confines a

hybrid mode coupling between SPP wave and photonic

mode within the air slot. With very few PhC periods, high

Q/V is obtained. In addition, without significantly affecting

the mode properties, low-index nanoposts can be formed

within the air slot to provide structural stability for the

nanocavity under different environmental perturbations.

Moreover, capabilities of this hybrid nanocavity in serving

as optical bulk index sensors and optical tweezers for bio-

sized nanoparticles are also investigated.

1D PhC FB is formed via periodic half air holes on both

sides of a ridge waveguide suspending in the air. Its lattice

parameters are defined in Fig. 1(c), including air-hole radius

r, lattice constant a, FB width w, and FB thickness t. In this

PhC FB, we are interested in its high-order TM10 mode with

high dielectric confinement factor and significant slow light

effect at the photonic band edge.8 Theoretic TM10 mode in

|Ez|
2 at xy- and yz-planes is shown in Fig. 1(c).

A schematic of our proposed PhC plasmonic-photonic

hybrid FB on silver substrate with a horizontal air slot (with

thickness g) is shown in Fig. 2(a). In this PhC hybrid FB, we

design a nanocavity according to the principle of Bloch

mode index matching,1 as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Under

fixed half air-hole radius (rn) over an (rn/an) ratio of 0.32, the

lattices are arranged to have a 3-period PhC outer mirror

with fixed a and a 6-period gradually varied PhC tapered

mirror with lattice constant an¼ (1� 0.02n)a (n¼ 1 to 6) on

each side of PhC FB nanocavity. This nanocavity designa)Electronic mail: potsung@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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strongly confines the TM10 hybrid mode originating from the

coupling between SPP wave and TM10 mode at the photonic

band edge (where kx¼ 0.5(2p/a)). The dielectric function of

silver substrate in this hybrid nanocavity is described by

Drude model16 in three-dimensional (3D) FEM. The back-

ground dielectric constant e1, plasma frequency xp, and

collision frequency c are set as 5, 1.38� 1016 rad/s, and

5� 1013 rad/s for optical communication wavelength. For

PhC FB hybrid nanocavity with t, w, and g of 0.84a, a, and

0.05a, the TM10 hybrid mode in jEzj2 at yz- and xy-planes is

shown in Fig. 2(c), with strong field concentration within the

air slot. High Q of 2500 and extremely small V of 0.016k3

lead to a very high Q/V of 1.56� 105k�3, where k¼ k0/nmax

and nmax is the index of the region with maximum field.

First, we investigate the dependences of Q and V on air

slot thickness g, as shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Two mecha-

nisms are responsible for the loss (Q�1) of TM10 hybrid

mode, namely, radiation loss (Qr
�1) from PhC FB hybrid

nanocavity and metal absorption loss (Qa
�1) from the silver

substrate, that is, Q�1¼Qr
�1þQa

�1. In Fig. 2(d), under dif-

ferent g, Qa is always much lower than Qr and dominates Q.

Increased g leads to reduced scattering losses caused by the

substrate, which results in increased Qr. In addition, when g
increases, loss from the metal absorption decreases because

of the weakened coupling strength between SPP wave and

photonic mode, which leads to significantly increased Qa.

When g is much larger than the coupling length (equivalent

to a PhC FB nanocavity suspending in the air), the TM10

hybrid mode shows Qa�1 and Q�Qr¼ 8.5� 104.

However, weakened coupling strength caused by increased g
also means that the mode energy will be pulled from the air

slot back into PhC FB. This mode energy pulling-back leads

to enlarged V and smoothly decreased Q/V, as shown in Fig.

2(e). When g¼ 0.025a (for a¼ 400 nm, g¼ 10 nm), V is as

small as 0.007k3 and Q is 1400, which results in a very high

Q/V of 2� 105k�3.

We then investigate Q and V variations when the device

size is further minimized via reducing the number of PhC
periods P from 11 to 4. Here, P¼ 11 means the nanocavity

has 6-period tapered and 5-period outer mirrors on each side,

and P¼ 4 means only 4-period tapered mirror with lattices

from a6 to a3. With t, w, and g of 0.84a, a, and 0.05a, respec-

tively, Q, Qr, and Qa of the TM10 hybrid modes in PhC FB
hybrid nanocavities with different P are shown in Fig. 3(a).

Because g is fixed, constant metal loss leads to invariant Qa

(�2600). However, Qr monotonically decreases with reduc-

ing P because of weakened photonic band gap confinement.

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic and parameters of PhC hybrid FB on silver substrate

with a horizontal air slot. (b) Design of PhC FB hybrid nanocavity with the

tapered and outer mirrors. (c) jEzj2 of the TM10 hybrid mode at yz- and

xy-planes shows strong field concentration within the air slot of PhC FB
hybrid nanocavity. Theoretic (d) Q, Qr, Qa, (e) V, and Q/V of the TM10

hybrid modes in PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with different air slot thick-

nesses g.

FIG. 3. (a) Theoretic Q, Qr, and Qa of the TM10 hybrid modes in PhC FB
hybrid nanocavities with different P. (b) Theoretic Q and Q/V of the TM10

hybrid modes in PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with different g and P. The

solid lines with inverse triangles denote Q and Q/V of the TM10 modes in

PhC FB slotted nanocavities with g’¼ 0.075a. (c) TM10 mode profiles in

jEzj2 at yz-plane confined in PhC FB slotted and plasmonic nanocavities. (d)

Theoretic Q and Q/V of the TM10 hybrid modes in PhC FB hybrid nanocav-

ities with different nslot.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of two approaches to reduce V in TM polar-

ized PhC NB nanocavities, (a) nanocavity with embedded horizontal low-

index slot and (b) plasmonic nanocavity directly on a metal substrate. (c)

Schematic and parameters of 1D PhC FB suspending in the air and its theo-

retic TM10 mode in jEzj2 at xy- and yz-planes.

191107-2 Lu, Lin, and Lee Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 191107 (2014)
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Therefore, Q is dominated by Qr when P< 6 but dominated

by Qa when P> 6. When P> 7, Q becomes saturated and is

almost equal to Qa. Fig. 3(b) shows Q and Q/V of the TM10

hybrid modes in PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with different

P when g are 0.025a, 0.05a, and 0.075a. Since V is almost

invariant under different P, the variation of Q/V follows that

of Q, that is, Q/V decreases with reducing P. With P¼ 4 and

g¼ 0.025a, high Q/V� 2.5� 104k�3 of the TM10 hybrid

mode is still obtained.

For comparison, we apply the two approaches shown in

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) separately to the PhC FB nanocavity to

reduce V. For PhC FB slotted nanocavity with embedded air

slot (with thickness g0), both Q and V significantly degrade

when g0 increases, which leads to a fast decrease in Q/V. As

shown in Fig. 3(b), with g0 ¼ 0.075a and optimized lattice

parameters, PhC FB slotted nanocavities show more than

one order lower Q/V than PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with

the same P. In addition, for PhC FB plasmonic nanocavity

directly on silver substrate (g¼ 0), Q is dominated by the

metal loss from silver. This domination leads to a limited

Q�Qa� 270 and results in a relatively low Q/V of 3000

while V is 0.09k3, as shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Theoretic

TM10 modes in |Ez|
2 at yz-plane in PhC FB slotted and plas-

monic nanocavities are shown in Fig. 3(c).

In fabrication, the air slot of PhC FB hybrid nanocavity

can be realized via selectively wet etching a pre-deposited

dielectric slot between PhC FB and metal substrate, shown

as the inset in Fig. 3(d). This dielectric slot can be made via

sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, or atom layer deposi-

tion with nano- or sub-nanometer precision in thickness.

Therefore, dielectric slot with g< 10 nm can be easily and

precisely achieved. This is very different from the vertical

slot width in TE polarized PhC nanocavities17 limited by

electron beam lithography and dry etching processes.

Furthermore, for light emitting applications, various optical

gain mediums (for example, earth-rare dopant and germa-

nium) can be embedded in the dielectric slot during deposi-

tion process.18,19 For PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with fixed

g¼ 0.075a and different dielectric slots with indices nslot

ranged from 1.0 to 3.46 (for example, air, SiO2, SiNx, SiC,

and Si), Q and Q/V of the TM10 hybrid modes both decrease

when nslot increases, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Increased nslot

leads to increased index of the SPP mode at the slot-sliver

interface (nSPP, defined as (emeslot/(emþ eslot))
1/2, where em

and eslot are the permittivities of silver substrate and slot).

The increased nSPP results in a reduced difference between

nSPP and the effective index of NFB cavity mode. This

enhances hybrid mode coupling between the NFB cavity

mode and SPP mode.14 And the enhanced hybrid mode cou-

pling means increased metal loss from the SPP mode, which

leads to decreased Q. However, for PhC FB hybrid nanocav-

ity with SiO2 (nslot¼ 1.44) slot, Q/V of the TM10 hybrid

mode is still as high as 105k�3. This high Q/V provides

strong light-matter interactions when embedding gain me-

dium in SiO2 slot for active light emitters.

Although thin air slot can compress mode energy inside,

it also makes the PhC FB hybrid nanocavity structurally

unstable because of the perturbations from optical force

interacting with the substrate20 or environmental fluids (cap-

illary force) in bio-sensing and trapping applications. To

prevent PhC FB from sticking on silver substrate, forming

dielectric nanoposts (for example, SiO2 with low index)

within the air slot as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is pro-

posed. Owing to central zero-field distribution of the TM10

hybrid mode shown in Fig. 2(c), these nanoposts will not sig-

nificantly affect the TM10 hybrid mode properties. In fabrica-

tion, via carefully controlling wet etching time21 or wet

etching rate22 via diluted hydrofluoric acid solutions, we can

obtain SiO2 nanoposts with different diameters within the air

slot. Topology of the SiO2 nanoposts with diameter D after

lateral wet etching is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). With different

D, Q of the TM10 hybrid modes is almost invariant when

D� 0.4a and decreases when D> 0.4a, as shown in Fig.

4(c). When D> 0.4a, the mode overlapping with the SiO2

nanoposts (cpost, defined as the ratio of energy concentrated

in SiO2 nanoposts) increases, as shown in Fig. 4(c). This

means equivalently increased nslot and leads to increased

metal loss as we discussed in Fig. 3(d). Theoretic TM10

hybrid modes in jEzj2 at yz-plane in PhC FB hybrid nanocav-

ities with D¼ 0.4a and 0.8a are shown in Fig. 4(d).

Therefore, we can conclude that the SiO2 nanoposts with

D� 0.4a can provide structural stabilities for the PhC FB
hybrid nanocavity without significantly affecting the TM10

hybrid mode properties.

We then investigate the capabilities of TM10 hybrid

mode in PhC FB hybrid nanocavity for optical bulk index

sensing. D and P of the nanocavity are set as 0.4a and 6 for

mechanical support and compact device size. Via changing

the environmental refractive index (including the slot

region), theoretic index sensitivity Rn (wavelength shift per

refractive index unit (RIU) change, nm/RIU) and correspond-

ing figure of merit (FOM, defined as ratio of Rn to width of

resonance peak) are shown in Fig. 5(a). Introducing air slot

brings more mode energy distribution in the air. Therefore, a

dramatic increase in Rn is observed in Fig. 5(a) when g
becomes larger than zero. And Rn starts to slowly decrease

when g> 0.075a because the mode energy is pulled from the

air back to PhC FB. Furthermore, because Q increases with

g and becomes saturated (�1900) when g> 0.075a, we can

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of SiO2 nanoposts formed within the air slot of PhC
FB hybrid nanocavity. (b) Topology of the nanoposts with diameter D
within the air slot. (c) Theoretic Q, Qa, and cpost of the TM10 hybrid modes

in PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with different D. (d) TM10 hybrid modes in

jEzj2 at yz-plane in PhC FB hybrid nanocavities with D¼ 0.4a and 0.8a.
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obtain a maximum FOM of 315 when g¼ 0.075a. For com-

parison, with the same parameters, PhC FB plasmonic nano-

cavity (g¼ 0) shows very low FOM of 8. Although high

FOM of 180 is obtained from PhC FB slotted nanocavity

with g0 ¼ 0.025a, it rapidly decreases when g0 increases

because of fast degraded Q, as denoted via the white col-

umns in Fig. 5(a).

In addition to index sensing, we also show the capabil-

ities of PhC FB hybrid nanocavity in optically trapping bio-

sized nanoparticle in fluidics.3,23,24 In 3D FEM simulations,

the hybrid nanocavity is assumed to be immersed in water

with index of 1.33. And the target polystyrene sphere (PS)

with index of 1.59 and size of 50 nm in radius mimics the

viruses for diseases of the respiratory system, for example,

Influenza A (H1N1) virus, corona virus for severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS), and so on. The trapping force

given by the TM10 hybrid mode on the PS is calculated via

Maxwell stress tensor.23 As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the trap-

ping force along y-axis (Fy) becomes stronger when the PS
gets closer to the slot (g¼ 0.075a¼ 30 nm for a¼ 400 nm)

within which the TM10 hybrid mode concentrates. Via in-

plane light incident power of 1 W, Fig. 5(c) shows TM10

hybrid mode in jEzj2 at xy- and yz-planes when the PS is sta-

bly trapped at position A (as denoted in Fig. 5(b)), where Fy

is as strong as 60 pN/W. We further integrate the attractive

force along the path from B to A to obtain the corresponding

optical potential energy U experienced by the PS, as shown

in Fig. 5(b). It shows a potential well DU> 1100kBT along

the path, where kB and T are Boltzmann constant and temper-

ature (set as 300 K). This DU is much larger than 10kBT,

which can overcome Brownian motion and guarantee stable

trapping.24

In summary, we propose and investigate a 1D PhC FB
hybrid nanocavity lying on silver substrate with a horizontal

air slot. With very few PhC periods, the confined TM10

hybrid mode shows high Q/V over 105k�3. Most importantly,

this PhC FB hybrid nanocavity allows the formation of

low-index (SiO2) nanoposts with D� 0.4a within the air slot

without significantly affecting TM10 hybrid mode properties.

These nanoposts also guarantee structural stabilities for the

nanocavity under different environmental perturbations.

Moreover, our presented design shows high FOM of 315 in

optical bulk index sensing and strong optical trapping force

of 60 pN/W for bio-sized nanoparticle (50 nm in radius) in

fluidics. We believe this kind of PhC FB hybrid nanocavity

with compact device size and strong light-matter interaction

can be used to develop efficient nanolasers, optical sensors,

and biologic manipulators.
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